Bond University is proud to announce its support for the 4th Annual Project Management Conference “PMOZ 2007 – Creating Success.”

Bond University and PMOZ both share a long term commitment to developing the skills and knowledge of project managers within Australia. It is my pleasure to invite all sustainable development and project management professionals to PMOZ 2007 incorporating the sustainable development program by Bond University.

The 2007 PMOZ conference will provide the opportunity for project managers from Australia and New Zealand to share and explore their ideas, approaches and experiences in greater depth with their peers. The conference will consist of four conference streams, a valuable social program, innovative workshops and the change to network with industry. The program will also feature renowned international and national speakers, including Bond University endorsed presentations by Ed Hoffman, Andrew Leicester, Jon Whitty and Michael Regan covering topics on sustainability, asset management and PPP projects.

I urge you to take advantage of this exciting opportunity to learn from leading experts and to contribute your knowledge and experience to the advancement of project management in this region.

Professor George Earl
Head of School - The Bond University Mirvac School of Sustainable Development

Trade Display
Come and visit the Centre for Executive Education at our fully interactive trade display. Trade booth number 13.

www.bond.edu.au

The Bond University Mirvac School of Sustainable Development is the first designated institute that fully integrates environment, urban planning and project management with the practical issues of financial viability and societal expectations. The school is dedicated to fostering and nurturing a new breed of innovative, imaginative and inventive professionals to create an environment and communities built on the triple bottom line of environmental, social and economic sustainability.

Keynote Speakers
- Ed Hoffman – Director of NASA academy of program/project and engineering leadership (APPEL) “Leadership in Project Management”
- Andrew Leicester – Associate Professor Project Management (Bond University) “Future directions in project management and project management education”
- Neil Kirkpatrick – Associate Director (Arup) “The world’s first sustainable eco-city Dongtan, Shanghai, China”

Discussion Sessions
- Michael Regan – Bond University, Alan Maguire – Clayton Utz, Mark Wiley – Ernst & Young “The Implementation of PPP Projects” (discussion panel)
- Jonathon Whitty, University of Queensland “And then came Complex Project Management”
- Toby Browne-Cooper, Freethills “The Standardisation of Public Private Partnership (PPP) contracts in Australia”
- Lynn Crawford and Ed Hoffman “Measuring Performance – a practical guide to good practice” (full day pre-conference workshop)
- Linda Tay – Bond University “Asset and Facilities Planning – a strategic management approach” (90 minute in-conference workshop)
THEME 3  Creating Successful Projects

- Lynda Bourne, Achieving a Successful Engagement
- Scott Cunningham, Cleaning the windows - lessons for Project Recovery
- Peter Davis, Relationship Maintenance in Construction Alliance Projects
- Robert Etten, Pick a Project Any Project
- Ross Garland, Developing a Project Governance Framework
- Mark Gregory, Creating Successful Projects by Understanding Technical Risk

Paul Hunter, Project Balance - Continually Creating Successful Projects
Richard Lau, Managing Global Skills for Local Projects
Cooper Lee, Creating Executive Buy-in: Five Practical Steps
Paula McCann, Project Benefits Realisation - Consistently Building Success
Stephen McGrath, The integration of portfolio, program, project and asset management
Paul Murphy, Project Success through Planning, Process and Procedures - Practise NOT Theory
Jed Simms, Redefining ‘success’

THEME 4  Creating Successful People

- Faisal Manzoor Arain, Significance Of Project Management Education
- Cory Banks, In the Know: Knowledge Management Principles and Practices for Project Managers.
- Angela Brown, Coaching Successful Coaches
- Joe Campana, The ‘soft’ skills: Are they the heart of a successful project?
- Anastasia Dzenowagis, Intercultural Communication and the Global Project Manager
- Cooper Lee, Successful Programs - a 360 degree approach
- Glenn McTaggart, Success in Project Management Consulting
- Juergen Oschadleus, Leading Successful Change - Lessons from the Argus
- Ilias Said, Job Competencies For Consultant Project Managers: The Malaysian Perspective

90 minute Workshops

These workshops are included in the conference program and are available at no additional cost

- Paul Steinfurth, PSA Project Management Determining the key constants in project success from a range of projects to then be applied effectively to aid / relief project management in developing regions
- Sharon Hudson, Training Interventions How to use the ‘playing to strengths’ approach to Enable Individual and Project Team Productivity
- Scott Lindblom, GMT Recruitment Surviving employment climate change – how to gain, train and retain in a tight market
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